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Q&a: Argus interviewed wood pellet services’ founder 
and director, tiago andrade, about the state of the Ibe-
rian market, new opportunities, challenges for producers 
and the outlook for the biomass market.

Argus: What figure would you attach to Iberian wood 
pellet production capacity — both industrial and residen-
tial — and how do you expect that to shift in the coming 
years? 

Andrade: The installed capacity is over 2mn t/yr, but 
actual production capacity is about 1.4mn t/yr, although in 
my opinion that may decrease. Portuguese producers will 
have wood supply problems, so production could decrease. 
In the long run 1mn t/yr is a solid number to consider from 
Iberia, with maybe 40-50pc of that capacity dedicated to 
residential pellets. But the Portuguese market is absolutely 
maxed out — we are already seeing examples of this with 
Portuguese producers such as Portucel/Enerpar and Enerpel-
lets expanding into the southeast US. I think a lot of plants 
in Portugal could close.

Argus: going forward, which countries will portuguese 
producers be targeting for residential pellet output?

Andrade: Portugal’s natural market is ARA and the UK 
for industrial output. As for residential, Belgium, France 
and Germany are the main export markets. We are seeing 
an increase in volumes going to Germany as they sell their 
white pellets to Italy and Scandinavia. In Germany and 
Austria they are burning Portuguese and US pellets that are 
EN plus certified, but they are darker and command ‘less 
value’ in the market. This is the trend I have noticed in the 
last 12-18 months, but this year the market is so slow that 
it is difficult to see any trend at all — the trend is that there 
is no trend. Spain is also a natural market because of the 
ability to transport pellets inland by truck. Consumption is 
growing in Spain, but the country itself has limited domestic 
production. 

Italy looks like a natural market for Portuguese output, 
but it is not. The freight cost from Portugal is around €25/t 
on a coaster, which is as high as the freight from the US or 
Canada. As for Canadian pellets, they have one big advan-
tage in that they are white in colour. In Italy there was a 
huge mistake made by some distributors that put in people’s 
minds that white pellets are the ‘good ones’ and other pel-
lets are ‘bad’. In actual fact one could say it is the opposite. 
Pine pellets with darker colour offer higher energy content, 
typically less fines owing to high content of lignin and they 
burn better. But as a result of that marketing decision, there 
is now a price differential of as high as €15-20/t between 
the two pellet types. Consequently, Portuguese producers 

have to sell cheaper and have higher costs to get product to 
Italy. Therefore we cannot compete with Canadian pellets 
and the static Canadian dollar has added pressure to the 
situation. 

Argus: Is there one way to increase market liquidity? 
Could governments implement new subsidy support 
schemes for biomass to increase this? does the market 
need more participants?

Andrade: Subsidy policy cripples the sector. It puts a 
stamp that you are not competitive without the subsidy and 
that takes a lot of equity investors out — they hate to be 
subsidy driven and dependent on policy. It has slowed down 
our sector, but unfortunately, to some extent, we need 
them. But again, if some of the maths done for subsidies 
included the grid, they would not necessarily need to be 
there. When you compare the existing price for nuclear, 
offshore and onshore wind, and solar,- no-one thinks about 
the grid. If you deduct the cost of the grid on subsidy, 
not to mention the environmental costs and stress of new 
power lines in countries with high density of population, the 
numbers on biomass are not so bad. Apart from coal, you 
will not find another base-load energy source for power in 
Europe without having to deal with Russian gas. 

Mathematically biomass is a very good source of energy. 
It is more than a transition to something else, which is how 
it is branded in some countries. In Denmark, it is not subsidy 
dependent. It is all about a decarbonised economy. If you 
go by the penalty system, it makes far more sense. We need 
to activate the dead CO2 market, and if that happens it 
is a better way to build the sector or industry. The UK is a 
good example of what happens with changes to subsidies. 
New projects in the UK have suffered at the hands of the 
European banks, which say ‘well, maybe the UK will change 
again’. Now the Netherlands is saying ‘yes to pellets’ again, 
but will they say yes again after eight years? It is difficult to 
know.

Argus: do you apply this same thinking to the spanish 
market, which has had instability with subsidy support?

Andrade: That was one of the biggest mistakes that any 
government could have made, because it set back the mind 
of any investor by 20 years.  All renewable players suffered 
because of that decision. But again, if there is a penalty 
system it is a completely different story. Spain will never be 
a big market for base-load energy on biomass. It will always 
be more on the residential market, which is growing quite a 
lot. 
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Argus: Market participants have questioned the fact that 
people have not consolidated already in portugal to com-
pete with growth in the us and the Baltic states. do you 
think we will see further consolidation?

Andrade: With one of the largest pellet producers in 
Iberia, we have designed a strategy for the next five years 
to become one of three leading companies in the sector. 
My role is to help consolidate the Iberian market by buying 
out other plants — the ones with chances of succeeding. If 
consolidation works, we can start reforestation and looking 
at other energy crops within Portugal, as well as where to 
expand internationally, with North America being the natu-
ral place to be. I think it will always be difficult to compete 
with the US on price. 

What the Portuguese can offer is a lower carbon foot-
print, flexibility with the coasters and a seamless switch 
between residential and industrial production. That switch 
is easy to do in a 60,000-100,000 t/yr plant, but in a 500,000 
t/yr plant it is more difficult. You will experience issues with 
export terminals as you cannot mix industrial and residential 
pellets. In that sense, Portugal can dedicate smaller plants 
coupled with sawmills to serve only residential markets and 
the larger 100,000-120,000 t/yr plants to supply industrial 
consumers. It makes more sense than continuously switching 
in the same plant, as it is difficult to guarantee quality on 
what is a homogenous product. 

Even if the exchange rate stays as it is, the problem is 
that every year the electricity price increases and wood 
costs go up by 2, 3, 4pc, sometimes 7pc. In the case of 
electricity this happens in Portugal and Spain. After wood, 
electricity is the second biggest cost. It makes life very diffi-
cult for Portuguese producers. At the moment we have help 
because of the exchange rate, but in a few years we will be 
non-competitive again. The main advantage that Portugal 
can offer is that some utilities want coasters, smaller ves-
sels, and we can offer that flexibility.

Argus: do you think we will see more spot liquidity in the 
fob portuguese market as more producers look to resi-
dential markets? and if so, will there be a convergence in 
pricing?

Andrade: I think we will see a convergence — but a lot of 
that volume will stay inland, so it is difficult to understand 
the pricing. I do know some of the inland prices and they 
are very high, because bagged truck deliveries are not com-
parable with a vessel price. But I do think the vessel price 
of residential pellets will move closer to industrial values. 
While the industrial market has steady price growth, which 
is €3/t, or 2pc, or whatever is laid out in the contract, 
residential prices fluctuate. If you look at historical prices, 

it used to be a €20/t difference — it is now an €8/t differ-
ence, and that could fall to €5/t in a few years. So I do not 
know if we will see Portuguese or Spanish producers doing 
vessels of residential pellets, I think they will do more and 
more inland or container door-to-door deliveries. If you are 
in the UK and want 10 containers a month – they will take 
it straight to your door because importers may not want to 
deal with ports, bagging lines, fines problems and sieving – 
so the door-to-door trend will continue. We are doing quite 
a lot of that from Portugal to Italy already, and logistically 
it is the best way to get to the north of Italy. In the south, it 
is much harder — the container lines are terrible. But when 
compared with US or Canadian vessels, if you take out 5-8pc 
of fines that you typically get on pellets for the residential 
market and if you deduct the money you have to spend on 
storage, stevedoring, sieving, bagging, this begins to make 
the Portuguese option look more competitive. 

Prices on residential vessels will equalise with the indus-
trial price in the short term. But in a year when demand for 
residential pellets is high, the price will spike and everybody 
will want to sell residential and make money. But on a 10-
year view, a pellet plant cannot base its business on selling 
residential at high prices in bulk. A producer needs an exist-
ing market, such as the stability of industrial offtake, or it 
will be difficult to compete. 

Argus: are you concerned about the Italian Vat increase 
at all?

Andrade: Not at all. Trade being an intra-community EU 
transaction, you are exempt from VAT. Of course in the end 
buyers will suffer because of it, and the distributors as well 
the consumers should react, but most have already convert-
ed their boilers. A few may switch back to heating oil, which 
is now at historic lows, but that will rise up again. People 
like pellets, they are clean and for some users waving the 
green flag is important — those people will not back-track. 
But as producers, the VAT does not mean anything on trans-
actions with distributors. This VAT increase is again a great 
example of how much and how easily politicians can cripple 
a sector.

Argus: what is your outlook for 2015-16, particularly with 
a lot of new capacity coming on line?

Andrade: Next year is looking to be a difficult year. My 
biggest concern for the next 7-10 years is actually next year. 
From 2017 onwards, I am not so worried. There are enough 
projects coming on line on the end-user side to balance 
the new capacity. I think also that some of the production 
projects will be delayed. To get the commissioning ramp up 
is tough and I believe they will have issues and push back 
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more towards 2017. At the end of 2016 there is new Dong 
capacity, which can absorb some of the anticipated higher 
output. On another note, I believe the Netherlands may pick 
up earlier than expected for co-firing. And of course, we all 
need a good year on residential in 2016. If we have another 
bad season in 2015-16, we will have huge storage issues 
and producers without sufficient finances will be in great 
trouble. One or two companies are starting to do inventory 
financing and that is interesting, but of course they only do 
it with the solid players, not with the small and medium-
sized producers that only produce 50,000 t/yr.

Argus: Do you think a unified sustainably criteria such as 
sBp will be a boost for liquidity?

Andrade: It helps to make pellets more and more of a 
commodity, as it was with the implementation of a stan-
dard contract. But it is too one-sided, as it is made by the 
utilities with little collaboration from the producer’s end. 
Things only work if everybody embraces them. It can be 
the standard, but if everybody is doing their own particu-
lar contracts then it does not work. I do not see anything 
wrong on the draft version I have, but I am afraid that in the 
Netherlands they may have been a little bit too demanding. 
I have heard from some of the utilities on that and they are 
worried. They are starting to feel that all European produc-
ers will find it hard to comply with what the Dutch want and 
that does not make sense because they need the coasters 
there. If people will not embrace it, then it will not be a 
success. Only if people take it as the standard, will it help.

Argus: what new markets could open to producers going 
forward?

Andrade: South Korea is going to boom to 5mn-6mn t/
yr. It is likely to plateau at 6mn t/yr from nearly 2mn t/yr 
at present. And Japan has to happen, no-one knows when 
but it has to happen. But the hidden champion is certainly 
Germany. I know some utilities are starting to look at the 
possibility that the authorities will raise the MW size of 
production of energy that is now authorised for subsidies. 
No-one is thinking of creating a Drax, but if they raise that 
level to 100-200MW, you see that Germany could easily be-
come a huge market in the next decade. It does not attract 
a lot of attention, and people often group Germany with 
Austria on the residential side — but the options there are 
huge for industrial pellets. They are shutting down nuclear, 
no-one wants to go back to coal — so what are the options 
for base-load energy? Also here in the UK, why do we not 
use the existing grid? To make new grids is extremely dif-
ficult with high population density. I do not understand why 
some of the conversions in the UK did not happen. Even on 

a co-fired basis it would make sense as it is quick to imple-
ment. Germany is going to make the better case for this 
than the UK — it will be smarter and it is certainly looking 
at that as we speak. Even in Europe, in the Spanish islands 
and in the Portuguese archipelagos, hotel chains everywhere 
are aware of this option for power and some of the local 
legislative providers are also looking at that. They depend 
on tourism, they need to be sustainable, they need to get 
all these green flags up, and it is not just with solar panels. 
So even on European islands it will be an increasing trend 
and of course we are trying to get involved with that along 
the entire value chain. Islands are where wood pellets make 
more sense for energy without subsidies, on a pure competi-
tion basis. They can always beat gas or oil or coal, even with 
oil prices as low as they are now.
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